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Images often illicit emotion or sentiment. Can a machine learn what kinds of visual features might lead to a positive or negative sentiment? 
In this study we have created a large collection of images which have been selected such that they are likely to have positive or negative sentiment associations.  These images 
have been automatically assigned sentiment scores based upon their textual metadata. Experiments have then been performed to investigate whether low-level image features 

correlate with the sentiment scores. In addition we have applied information theoretic approaches to determine which specific visual features are the most discriminative. 

VISUAL FEATURES

SENTIMENT CORRELATED FEATURES

From the three different text representations tags, title,
and description, we used only the tag annotations, because

the others provided just a comparatively small collection

of images with strong sentiment values. For example, using

the tag metadata, ≈ 343,000 images with absolute sentiment

value above 0.2 were available, whereas title and description

only provided ≈ 136,000 and ≈ 52,000, respectively. Refer

to Figure 1 for more details. The upper diagram depicts

the number of images having an absolute sentiment value

within the respective interval, whereas the lower diagram

illustrates the number of images with an absolute sentiment

value above the respective value of τ .

The distributions of sentiment values depicted in the his-

tograms reflect the fact that many images did not contain a

description or title, or they quite often provided some kind

of id (like IMG_1710). In contrast, the tags provided a much

richer basis for the sentiment value computation. We there-

fore discarded textual image representations based on title

and description metadata, and focused on the tag-based tex-

tual information.

Again, to crosscheck the correlation between the senti-

ment values and the image features, we additionally gener-

ated random sentiment values evenly distributed in [−1, 1]
(RND). Table 1 shows number of positive and negative im-

ages for each sentiment value computation.
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Figure 1: Histogram and distribution of sentiment

values SWN-avg-τ for different types of textual

metadata

5.2 Classification
We performed different series of binary classification ex-

periments of Flickr photos into the classes “positive senti-

ment” and “negative sentiment”. From the labeled images

and image features, we created training and test sets for

classification. We randomly picked 1,000, 10,000, and 50,000

images for each category (positive and negative sentiment).

positive negative labeled

SW 294,559 199,370 493,929

SWN-avg-0.00 316,089 238,388 554,477

SWN-avg-0.10 260,225 190,012 450,237

SWN-avg-0.20 194,700 149,096 343,796

RND 293,456 292,812 586,268

Table 1: Statistics on labeled images in the dataset
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Figure 2: Classification results for sentiment assign-

ments SW and SWN-avg-τ with τ = 0.20 for training

with 50,000 photos per category

We trained an SVM model on these labeled data and tested

on the remaining labeled data. For testing, we chose an

equal number of positive and negative test images, with at

least 35,000 of each kind. We used the SVMlight [17] imple-

mentation of linear support vector machines (SVMs) with

standard parameterization in our experiments, as this has

been shown to perform well for various classification tasks

(see, e.g., [6, 16]).

Our quality measures are the precision-recall curves as

well as the precision-recall break-even points (BEP) for these

curves (i.e. precision/recall at the point where precision

equals recall which is also equal to the F1 measure, the

harmonic mean of precision and recall in that case). Some

characteristic precision-recall curves are shown in Figure 2.

To provide an overview of the performance of all features

and sentiment value computation approaches, we extracted

characteristic values for all configurations, namely the pre-

cision values for recall at 5%, 10%, and 20%, and the BEP

values (see Table 2).

We can observe that for small recall values, precision val-

ues of up to 70% can be reached. Due to the challenging

character of this task, for high recall values, the precision

degrades down to the random baseline. With increasing
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Figure 4: Images classified as positive and negative based on the three features: GCH, LCH, and SIFT

discover image features that are most correlated with sen-
timents. For each feature, we computed the MI value with
respect to the both positive and negative sentiment cate-
gory. Figure 3 illustrates the 16 most discriminative visual
features based on their MI value for the positive and nega-
tive categories (in rank order; top-to-bottom). Overall, the
selected features mirror the features we inferred for the sam-
ple of classified images described in the previous section.

The GCH features for positive sentiment are dominated
by earthy colors and skin tones. Conversely, the features for
negative sentiment are dominated by blue and green tones.
Interestingly, this association can intuitively be hypothe-
sized because it mirrors human perception of warm (posi-
tive) and cold (negative) colors. The LCH features show
the same trend as the GCH features — blue tones associ-
ated with negative sentiment, and skin tones associated with
positive sentiment. In addition, the LCH features indicate
that there is no bias to the spatial location in which pixels of
the respective colors occur for positive sentiment. Negative

features appear to be biased away from the far right of the
image plane.

As mentioned in the previous section, results based on
SIFT visual terms are difficult to interpret directly, but we
can make some general observations. Looking at the most
discriminative SIFT visual term features, the first obser-
vation is that the features within the two classes are re-
markably similar, but there is a clear difference between the
classes. The negative features seem dominated by a very
light central blob surrounded by a much darker background.
The positive features are dominated by a dark blob on the
side of the patch (the patches have been normalized for ro-
tation, so the dark blob could occur in any orientation in
the image).

In order to explore the SIFT visual terms from a different
perspective, Figure 5 illustrates the top positive and nega-
tive visual terms (from the MI analysis) in the context of two
images (one classified as“positive”and the other“negative”).
The first observation is that the positive image has more

Global Colour Histogram Local Colour Histogram SIFT Visual Terms
positive negative positive negative positive negative

Figure 1: The 16 most predictive visual features for positive and negative sentiment, calculated using mutual
information. The visualisations are ranked by decreasing MI score, so the patches depicted at the top have
more predictive power than those further down. Global colour histogram features have been visualised by
rendering patches showing the mean colour of the respective histogram bin. The visualisations of the local
colour histograms illustrate both the average colour of the histogram bin as well as its respective location in
the image plane. Depictions of the SIFT visual features have been extracted from interest regions of images
in the dataset, and normalised for scale and rotation.
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Image content was modelled as a 'bag of visual 
terms'. Three different types of feature were chosen 
for this study.

The top-1000 most positive and top-1000 most negative words from SentiWordNet were selected to form 
query terms for images that were likely to be associated with either positive or negative sentiment.

Up to 5000 images per term were selected by searching Flickr with each query term. Over 586000 images were 
collected together with their respective metadata.

The dataset can be downloaded from: http://www.l3s.de/~minack/flickr-sentiment

Sentiment scores were assigned to the images in three different ways; in the first (SW) images were assigned either positive 
(+1) or negative (-1) sentiment scores if the metadata only contained positive or negative terms (images were rejected for the 
other cases). In the second case (SWN-avg-τ) we filtered the metadata by removing all terms corresponding to synsets with a 
sentiment (positive or negative) less than τ and then averaged the sentiment scores across the remaining terms. Thirdly, for 
cross-checking our results, we uniformly randomly assigned scores to each image in the range -1 to 1.
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and description, we used only the tag annotations, because

the others provided just a comparatively small collection

of images with strong sentiment values. For example, using

the tag metadata, ≈ 343,000 images with absolute sentiment

value above 0.2 were available, whereas title and description

only provided ≈ 136,000 and ≈ 52,000, respectively. Refer

to Figure 1 for more details. The upper diagram depicts

the number of images having an absolute sentiment value

within the respective interval, whereas the lower diagram

illustrates the number of images with an absolute sentiment
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The distributions of sentiment values depicted in the his-
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of id (like IMG_1710). In contrast, the tags provided a much

richer basis for the sentiment value computation. We there-

fore discarded textual image representations based on title

and description metadata, and focused on the tag-based tex-

tual information.
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ments SW and SWN-avg-τ with τ = 0.20 for training

with 50,000 photos per category

We trained an SVM model on these labeled data and tested

on the remaining labeled data. For testing, we chose an

equal number of positive and negative test images, with at

least 35,000 of each kind. We used the SVMlight [17] imple-
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character of this task, for high recall values, the precision
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Mutual information was used to investigate which visual features most strongly 
corresponded with positive and negative sentiments. The most discriminative visual 
features are visualised here.

Interestingly, the visualisation 
of the strongest colour 
features suggests skin and 
earthy tones correspond to 
positive sentiment, whilst 
blue-tones tend to correlate 
with negative sentiment. This 
correlation is especially 
interesting as it mirrors 
human perception of warm 
(positive) and cold (negative) 
colours.

An interpretation of the 
most discriminant SIFT 
patches is more difficult to 
formulate, however, it is 
apparent that the top 
features for each class are 
visually similar to each other.

We performed a series of 
b i n a r y c l a s s i fi c a t i o n 
experiments in order to assess 
the potential of using the visual 
f e a t u r e s f o r p r e d i c t i n g 
sentiment polarity.      

Features from 100000 randomly 
selected images were used for 
training a linear SVM, with an 
equal split between the positive 
and negative categories. For 
testing, 35000 images were 
selected for each of the 
categories.  

CONCLUSIONS
The SIFT-based feature, and the SIFT-based feature combined with the global colour histogram provided the best performance in our experiments. The performance attained 
shows that the selected visual features can to a certain degree help predict the polarity of sentiment. However, there is much room for improvement possibly through the 
selection of better features and more advanced classifiers.
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